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DESIGNING FOR
GEORGE BOOLE* 200
The George Boole brand identity is designed to
work as part of the UCC brand. It uses the same
grid system, combined with red squares and the
Bauer Bodoni Typeface.
The identity is designed to create excitement
around George Boole and his work in an unusual
way that piques the viewer’s curiosity.
Tone of voice
The asterisk provides a way to engage the viewer through word
association. For example, George Boole had a multifaceted
career. The asterisk concept allows UCC to visually denote a
wide range of themes. The asterisk allows the viewer to ‘jump’
from theme to theme.
Examples of themes to use:
Genius

Boolean

Algebra

Legacy

Vision

Independent

Catalyst

Inspiration

Logician

Typefaces
The text should be set in Bauer Bodoni, the asterisk is in Helvetica, at
standard roman weight. The asterisk always appears to the top right of
Boole* and to the standard left of each theme word/association.
Examples

*

Asterisk in Helvetica, standard roman weight

Bodoni Typeface – standard roman weight

Colour
Red
CMYK C 15 M 100 Y 100 K 0
RGB R 205 G 23 B 25
PMS 1795

BOOLE*
*genius

Correct Use of the Asterisk
The asterisk always appears in the top level visual identity identifier.
The asterisk can be included in normal body copy (George Boole*) if there is a footnote.
The asterisk is not needed in ordinary body copy if there is no footnote.

Brand Identifier
The symbols below are to be used as a brand identifier, when a
single symbol to represent the brand is required.
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Please use the file: boole_identifier.eps
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Minimum size
When using the Boole identifier at a small size, please
use the file: boole_identifier(small).eps
Never use at less than 18mm wide.
18mm

Use of text in boxes
The text should be ranged bottom left of each box. Please
see below. It should always appear white on red.
While the name GEORGE BOOLE* 200 should appear in
capitals, the associated words should always be in lowercase.
Text size should be adjusted proportionately to fit the size
of the box. For example, on an A4 page a box 3 columns
wide should contain type at approximately 42pt, while a
box 2 columns wide on the same page would contain text at
approximately 24pt. See the examples shown below.
For longer words, the type size can be reduced accordingly,
once the rest of the type in the design is adjusted too.

2mm

*genius

2mm

*genius

3mm

5mm

Minimum box size
The minimum box size that contains text, should be at least
2 grid squares wide.

Use of text without boxes
The text can be used without a box. However it should always
appear in red. The same rules apply for the positioning of the
asterisk, and the use of typefaces. See the example below. The
heading is in Bodoni typeface at standard roman weight, and
the body text is in Gotham at book weight.

* be inspired
George Boole originated the algebra
of logic, called Boolean algebra. The
electrical engineer Claude Shannon
applied Boolean logic to electric
circuits, thereby establishing the
platform for information technology.

PLEASE DO NOT
Do any of these things

Change the typeface

*legacy
Use all capitals

Change the asterisk

*legacy

*legacy

Change the type’s colour Change the box colour

*legacy *legacy
Right align the type

Move the asterisk

*legacy

Align the type differently Round corners

*legacy
*legacy
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EXAMPLES
Here are some examples of the identity in action.

Brochure cover 215 x 242mm

This grid is 15 columns wide, with gutters of
3mm and an outer margin of 5mm on each side.
Horizontal guides have been set so as to divide
the grid into squares.

Underlying grid

EXAMPLES
Here are some examples of the identity in action.

Poster (A4, to be used at A0)

Underlying grid

This grid is 15 columns wide, with gutters of 4mm and an outer
margin of 5mm on each side. Horizontal guides have been set so as to
divide the grid into squares.
In this example the red squares have been laid over an image, and have
had their opacity adjusted to varying degrees. When using this technique,
please keep the main George Boole* 200 box fully opaque.

EXAMPLES
Here is an example of a spread for a brochure.

EXAMPLES
Here are examples of webpages
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2015 IS GEORGE BOOLE’S
200 TH BIRTHDAY
He’s a hard act to follow. But we can do it.
At University College Cork, we believe that a university must
produce work-ready graduates − and more. It must be a place
where the curiosity of talented students and researchers can
flower, pushing the boundaries of knowledge.
In our university, we have always fostered an environment
receptive to the spirit of enquiry, the shaft of insight, the
eureka moment. It is a way of thinking that can change the
present – and create the future. Just as George Boole inspired
the generations who came after him, our university is ready to
inspire those who come next.

SHARE OUR VISION
Join us in celebrating the Year of George Boole.

*true or false
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*innovator

Appointed our first Professor of Mathematics in 1849, Boole
became a vital figure in the story of University College Cork
and its surrounding city. At 5 Grenville Place, he wrote his
great book An Investigation into the Laws of Thought (1854)
in which he approached logic in a new way, reducing it to a
simple algebra and integrating logic into mathematics.
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2015 IS GEORGE
BOOLE’S 200 TH
BIRTHDAY
He’s a hard act to follow.
But we can do it.
At University College Cork, we believe
that a university must produce work-ready
graduates − and more. It must be a place
where the curiosity of talented students
and researchers can flower, pushing the
boundaries of knowledge.
In our university, we have always fostered an
environment receptive to the spirit of enquiry,
the shaft of insight, the eureka moment. It
is a way of thinking that can change the
present – and create the future. Just as
George Boole inspired the generations who
came after him, our university is ready to
inspire those who come next.

SHARE OUR
VISION
Join us in celebrating the Year of
George Boole.
George Boole was our first genius-oncampus, a world-changing polymath whose
true legacy was felt in computer science
long after his death. In the history of our
university, no-one compares with him for the
impact of his research.

Boole originated this algebra of logic, called Boolean algebra.
A century after his death, the American electrical engineer
Claude Shannon applied Boolean logic to electric circuits,
thereby establishing the platform for information technology.
Boole’s thinking has had far-reaching influence, beyond what
he could have imagined in his lifetime.
During the bicentenary Year of George Boole we will celebrate
not only the man, but also his achievements – which still help
to shape our world. We plan a series of projects and events
and we shall carry Boole’s legacy forward into the future, by
preparing the ground for the next generation of teaching and
research.

*clarity

*legacy

George Boole was our first genius-on-campus, a worldchanging polymath whose true legacy was felt in computer
science long after his death. In the history of our university, noone compares with him for the impact of his research.

These guidelines have been created to work in
tandem with the established UCC brand guidelines.
For more information on the UCC guidelines
please contact:
E: uPic@ucc.ie
T: +353 (0)21 4902611/2812
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